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CONTENTS
ADULT

Adult Fiction
•Siri, Who Am I? by Sam Tschida
•The Southern Book Club’s Guide to Slaying Vampires by Grady Hendrix
•The Remaking by Clay McLeod Chapman
•2019 and backlist highlights: MacTrump, My Lady’s Choosing, The Resurrectionist, Last Call at the Nightshade Lounge, Bedbugs,
Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, The Con Artist, Ten Dead Comedians, and The Last Policeman Trilogy
Graphic Novels & Illustrated
•Bites of Terror by Cuddles and Rage
•2019 and backlist highlights: We Are Here Forever, Giraffes on Horseback Salad, Manfried the Man, Manfried Saves The Day
Adult Non-Fiction
•The Big Book of Mars by Marc Hartzman
•For Your Consideration: The Chrises by Bim Adewunmi and Nichole Perkins
•Stuff Every Tea Lover Should Know by Candace Rose Rardon
•2019 and backlist highlights: For Your Consideration: Keanu Reeves, For Your Consideration: Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, How
to Survive a Horror Movie, Monster She Wrote, Race Me In a Lobster Suit, Find Momo Across Europe, The GayBCs

KIDS, MIDDLE GRADE, AND YOUNG ADULT

Board Books
•It’s You I Like by Fred Rogers
•Won’t You Be My Neighbor? by Fred Rogers
Picture Books
•Doctor Who: The Runaway Tardis based on the series by Chris Chibnall, illustrated by Kim Smith
Middle Grade
• Warren the 13th Book 3 by Tania del Rio and Will Staehle
• 2019 and backlist highlights: Warren the 13th trilogy, Kid Legends series
Young Adult
•This Is Not The Jess Show by Anna Carey
•Bookish and the Beast & The Princess and the Fangirl by Ashley Poston
•William Shakespeare’s the Taming of the Clueless by Ian Doescher
•2019 and backlist highlights: Geekerella, Princess and the Fangirl, Girls Resist! Girl Squads, Wonder Women, Miss Peregrine’s
Peculiar Children Series

ADULT FICTION: NEW TITLES

SIRI, WHO AM I? – Memento gets a millennial
makeover by debut author Sam Tschida in this smart
and edgy comedy
THE SOUTHERN BOOK CLUB’S GUIDE TO SLAYING
VAMPIRES – Steel Magnolias meets Fried Green
Tomatoes meets Dracula in this character-driven horror
novel
THE REMAKING – The Ring meets Scream in this
supernatural thriller about a true-crime tale that takes
on a life of its own every 20 years

Adult Fiction – Romantic Comedy
Siri, Who Am I?

TV rights optioned to a
major television studio

Sam Tschida /

May 5, 2020
9781683691686
$14.99 / Trade Paperback
304 Pages | 5-1/4 x 8
Rights: World
Fiction - Romance - Romantic Comedy
Quirk Books
First Print: 75,000

Memento gets a Millennial makeover by debut author Sam Tschida
in this smart and edgy comedy.
When Mia wakes up in a Los Angeles hospital with a head wound,
she knows everything there is to know about the Kardashian family
but almost nothing about herself. The only items in her possession
are her torn party dress (which immediately begs the question –
what kind of girl parties on a Tuesday night?), a tube of Chanel
lipstick, and an iPhone with a shattered screen. She might not
remember where she lives, but she can use her Instagram to figure
out the basics of her life. Easy enough, right?
Maybe not. As Mia works backward through her Instagram to piece
together her identity, she discovers an ugly truth buried within her
perfect social media image. But is it too late to undo her online lies
and become an IRL good person?

Sam Tschida is from the wilds of Minnesota, where she lives with a motley crew of kids, dogs, and one handsome man. She is the cofounder of ManuFixed, an editorial consulting company and a writing workshop that serves the Twin Cities.
In her spare time she runs, exercises, and watches Netflix.

Rights Information: SIRI, WHO AM I?
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Synopsis & 25
pp Sample
October 2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
November
2019

Final PrintReady PDF
February 2020

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights under option to a major television studio

•

Audio rights available

•

Translation rights available

•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Finished
Copies
May 2020

Adult Fiction - Horror
The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires
A Novel
Grady Hendrix
April 7, 2020
9781683691433
$21.99 / Hardcover
400 Pages | 6 x 9
Rights: World
Fiction - Horror
Quirk Books
First Print: 100,000

Fried Green Tomatoes and Steel Magnolias meet Dracula in this character-driven
horror novel set in 1990s suburban Charleston
Patricia Campbell’s life has never felt smaller. Her ambitious husband is too busy to
kiss her good-bye in the morning, her kids are wrapped up in their own lives, and
she’s always a step behind on thank-you notes and endless chores. The one thing
she has to look forward to his her book club, a close-knit group of Charleston
women united by their love of true crime and suspenseful fiction.
This predictable pattern is upended when Patricia is viciously attacked by an elderly
neighbor, bringing the neighbor’s handsome nephew, James Harris, into her life.
Sensitive and well-read, James makes Patricia feel things she hasn’t felt in twenty
years. But there’s something…off…and then Patricia’s senile mother-in-law insists
she knew him back when she was a girl.
COVER TO BE REVEALED

When local children go missing, Patricia has reason to believe that James might be
more Bundy than Beatnik. But once she and the book club members investigate
further, the true monster emerges—and he’s far more terrifying than any serial
killer they’ve ever read about.

Grady Hendrix is a novelist and screenwriter based in New York City. He is the author of Horrorstör, My Best Friend’s Exorcism, Paperbacks from Hell, and
We Sold Our Souls, all of which received critical praise from outlets including NPR, the Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, the
A.V. Club, Paste, Buzzfeed, and more. He has contributed to Playboy, The Village Voice, and Variety.

More by Grady Hendrix

Horrorstor
A Novel
978-1-59474-526-3
Grady Hendrix
TR: $14.95 US / $14.95 Can
on sale 09-23-2014
240 pages: Quirk Books

My Best Friend's Exorcism
A Novel
978-1-59474-976-6
Grady Hendrix
TR: $14.99 US / $19.99 Can
on sale 07-11-2017
336 pages: Quirk Books

It's a classic old-fashioned
haunted house story - set in a big
box Swedish furniture superstore.
Designed like a retail catalog,
Horrorstor offers a creepy read
with mass appeal.
“a crisp terror-tale…Strikes a nice
balance between comedy and
horror”—The Washington Post

It's Beaches meets The Exorcist in
this heartwarming & horrifying
coming-of-age novel. Two high
school BFFs find their friendship
tested when one of them is
possessed by a demon.
Film rights optioned to a major
production entity.

Paperbacks from Hell
The Twisted History of '70s and
'80s Horror Fiction
978-1-59474-981-0
Grady Hendrix
TR: $24.99 US / $29.99 Can
on sale 09-19-2017
256 pages: Quirk Books

Celebrating the weird, gory,
freaky, amazing horror fiction of
the 70s and 80s. With vintage art,
hilarious commentary,
recommended reading, and
poignant creator biographies.
“As funny as it is engaging”—The
Washington Post

We Sold Our Souls
A Novel
978-1-68369-124-2
Grady Hendrix
TR: $14.99 US / $19.99 Can
on sale 06-25-2019
336 pages: Quirk Books

A down-and-out former rocker
reclaims her life--and her soul,
literally--in this supernatural horror
novel.
• Nominated for the 2018 Shirley
Jackson Award for Best Novel
• A 2019 Locus Award finalist for
Best Horror Novel
• A 2018 Goodreads Choice
Finalist

Rights Information: THE SOUTHERN BOOK CLUB’S GUIDE TO SLAYING VAMPIRES

Anticipated Materials Schedule
Synopsis & 25
pp Sample
September
2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
September
2019

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Audio rights available

•

Film & TV rights available

•

Translation rights available

•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Final PrintReady PDF
January 2020

Finished
Copies
April 2020

Adult Fiction - Horror
The Remaking
A Novel
Clay McLeod Chapman
July 21, 2020
9781683692119
$14.99 / Trade Paperback
320 Pages | 5-1/4 x 8
Rights: World
Fiction - Horror
Quirk Books
First Print: 75,000

The Ring meets Scream in this terrifying, wickedly fun, and totally meta supernatural
thriller about a true-crime tale that takes on a life of its own every 20 years.
Ella Louise has lived in the woods surrounding Pilot’s Creek, Virginia, for nearly a
decade. Privately, desperate townspeople visit her apothecary for a cure to what
ails them—until Ella Louise is blamed for the death of a prominent customer. Accused
of witchcraft, both mother and daughter are burned at the stake in the middle of the
night. Ella Louise’s burial site is never found, but the little girl has the most famous
grave in the South.
Their story will take the shape of an urban legend as it’s told around a campfire by a
man forever marked by his boyhood encounters with Jessica. Decades later, a boy at
that campfire will cast Amber Pendleton as Jessica in a ’70s horror movie inspired by
the Witch Girl of Pilot’s Creek. Amber’s experiences on that set and its meta-remake in
the ’90s will ripple through pop culture, ruining her life and career after she becomes
the target of a witch hunt. Amber’s best chance to break the cycle of horror comes
when a true-crime investigator tracks her down to interview her for his popular
podcast. But will this final act of storytelling redeem her—or will it bring the story full
circle, ready to be told once again? And again. And again . . .
Clay McLeod Chapman is the creator of the storytelling session “The Pumpkin Pie Show” and the author of Rest Area, Nothing Untoward, and The
Tribe trilogy. He is the co-author, with Nightmare Before Christmas director Henry Selick, of the middle grade novel Wendell and Wild. In the world of
comics, Chapman’s work includes Lazaretto, Iron Fist: Phantom Limb, and Edge of Spiderverse. He also writes for the screen, including The
Boy (SXSW 2015), Henley (Sundance 2012), and Late Bloomer (Sundance 2005). You can find him at claymcleodchapman.com.

Rights Information: THE REMAKING
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Synopsis & 25
pp Sample
Now Available

Galley/ARC
PDF
Now Available

Final PrintReady PDF
Now Available

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights available: ClayChapmanTeam@gotham-group.com

•

Audio rights sold to HighBridge at auction

•

Romanian rights sold to RAO

•

All other translation rights: rights@quirkbooks.com

Finished
Copies
October 2019

2019 TITLE: MACTRUMP

MacTrump

A Shakespearean Tragicomedy of the Trump Administration, Part I

Ian Doescher and Jacopo della Quercia
ISBN 9781683691600
Trade Paperback
$15.99 USA / $20.99 Can
On-sale October 1, 2019
240 Pages
Quirk Books
No one thought MacTrump--Lord of MacTrump Towers, Son of New York--would ascend to the highest position in the
kingdom. But with the help of his unhappy but dutiful wife, Lady MacTrump; his clever daughter, Desdevanka; and his coterie
of advisers led by McBannon and McPriebus, MacTrump is comfortably ensconced in the Oval Tower of The White Hold as
President of the United States, free to make proclamations to his subjects through his favorite messenger, McTweet. The
O'Crats, mourning the loss of their cherished leader O'Bama, won't give up without a fight. They still remember the disastrous
reign of George II and his ill-fated Crusade, and they can see Putain's dark influence on MacTrump--even if his foolish
councilor, Fooliani, denies it. Their greatest hope is McMueller, who is tasked with investigating the nefarious plot that
empowered MacTrump's rise to the throne. As Desdevanka schemes to overthrow her father's councilors, and as Donnison
and Erikson--trapped in their own buddy comedy--prove useless to their father, MacTrump soon realizes he has no true allies.
Will he be able to hold onto his throne? Only time will tell in this tragicomic tale of ambition, greed, and ineptitude.

2018 FICTION: MY LADY’S CHOOSING

My Lady's Choosing
An Interactive Romance Novel

by Kitty Curran and Larissa Zageris
ISBN 9781683690139
Trade Paperback
$14.99 USA / $19.99 Can
On-sale April 3, 2018
352 Pages
Quirk Books
Endless scenarios of high romance, deep desire, and quivering...comedy await your tender caress in this chooseable path romance novel.
You are the plucky but penniless heroine in the center of 19th-century society, the courtship season has begun, and your future is at hand...
-Will you flip forward fetchingly to find love with the bantering baronet, Sir Benedict Granville?
-Or turn the page to true love with the hardworking, handsome, horse-loving highlander, Captain Angus McTaggart?
-Or perhaps you will chase through the chapters a good man gone mad, bad, and scandalous to know, in the arousing form of Lord
Garraway Craven?
-Or read recklessly on to take to the continent as the "traveling companion" of the spirited and adventuresome Lady Evangeline?
-...or yet another intriguing fate?
Whether it's forlorn orphans and fearsome werewolves, mistaken identities and swashbuckling swordfights, or long-lost lovers and pilfered
Egyptian artifacts, every delightful twist and turn of the romance genre unfolds at your behest! Prepare to open your heart, open your mind,
and open…this book.

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS: HORROR & DARK FANTASY

The Resurrectionist
The Lost Work of Dr. Spencer
Black
978-1-59474-616-1
E. B. Hudspeth
HC: $24.95 US / $26.95 Can
on sale 05-21-2013
192 pages
Quirk Books

“The book is a welcome addition
to any library of dark fantasy, with
its beautiful portraiture and
gripping description of a man’s
descent into perversity”—
Publisher’s Weekly Pick of the
Week

Last Call at the Nightshade
Lounge
A Novel
978-1-59474-759-5
Paul Krueger
TR: $14.99 US / $17.99 Can
on sale 06-07-2016
288 pages
Quirk Books

“One of the most fun urban
fantasies that I have ever read,
with a sharp, kick-ass heroine who
faces demons, a pushy mom, a
possibly unrequited love interest,
and a plot to take over the
world.”—San Diego Union
Tribune

Bedbugs
A Novel of Infestation
978-1-59474-523-2
Ben H. Winters
TR: $14.95 US / $16.95 Can
on sale 09-06-2011
256 pages
Quirk Books

“Bedbugs infest the life of a
young couple who move into a
peculiar brownstone in Brooklyn
in Ben H. Winters’s diabolical tale
of paranoia and domestic
unrest.”—Vanity Fair Hot Type

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies

978-1-59474-334-4
Jane Austen and Seth GrahameSmith
TR: $14.95 US / $16.95 Can
on sale 03-01-2009
320 pages
Quirk Books
The dead are rising from their
graves, but the Bennet sisters still
need husbands. Can Mr. Darcy
and Elizabeth Bennet admit their
attraction to each other… and
destroy the hoards of undead that
roam their quiet English village?

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS: POP CULTURE NOVELS BY FRED VAN LENTE

The Con Artist
Fred Van Lente; illustrated by Tom
Fowler
978-1-68369-034-4
TR | $14.99
On Sale 07-10-2018
“More than just a hilarious
mystery…[Van Lente] holds up con
culture, nerd culture, and the entire
comics industry for scrutiny.”—
Herald Net

Ten Dead Comedians
Fred Van Lente
978-1-68369-036-8
TR | $14.99
On Sale 06-05-2018
“A fantastic debut and a fun ode to
Agatha Christie’s And Then There
Were None that provides plenty of
comedy to go along with the
rampant murder.”—Four Letter
Nerd

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS: THE LAST POLICEMAN TRILOGY
With an approaching asteroid on a collision course with Earth, the end of the world is just months
away. But as civilization frays at the edges, police detective Hank Palace is determined to stay on the
job and investigate the crimes everyone ignores. A police procedural set on the brink of the
apocalypse, the series asks: What really matters when the world is ending?

The Last Policeman
Ben H. Winters

Countdown City
Ben H. Winters

World of Trouble
Ben H. Winters

978-1-59474-674-1
TR | $14.99
On Sale 05-13-2013

978-1-59474-626-0
TR | $14.99
On Sale 07-16-2013

978-1-59474-685-7
TR | $14.99
On Sale 07-15-2014

Winner of the 2013 Edgar® Award for
Best Paperback Original!
“[The] weird, beautiful,
unapologetically apocalyptic Last
Policeman trilogy is one of my favorite
mystery series.”—John Green, author
of The Fault In Our Stars

Winner of the 2014 Philip K. Dick
Award

“Riveting and humane, suspenseful
rather than frenetic, and moving
rather than depressing…[the
protagonist] is a brilliant creation, the
perfect hero for our eschatological
age.”—Tor.com

“A genre-defying blend of crime
writing and science fiction.”
—Alexandra Alter, The New York
Times

GRAPHIC NOVELS: NEW TITLES
BITES OF TERROR: TEN FRIGHTFULLY DELICIOUS TALES:
Hungry for offbeat humor? Tuck into these darkly funny
horror stories starring unnervingly adorable food folk in a
unique photo-comic format.

Adult Graphic Novel: Humor/Fiction
Bites of Terror
Ten Frightfully Delicious Tales
Liz and Jimmy Reed / Cuddles and Rage
March 24, 2020
9781683691648
$14.99 / Trade Paperback
144 Pages | 7-1/2 x 10
Rights: World
Humor - Form - Comic Strips & Cartoons
Quirk Books
First Print: 35,000

Hungry for offbeat humor? Tuck into these darkly funny horror stories starring
unnervingly adorable food folk in a unique photo-comic format.
Bites of Terror is a graphic novel illustrated with full-color photographs of sculpted foodcharacters, looking good enough to eat and staged in custom-made horror-story scenarios.
From an ice cream cone who makes a deal with the devil, to a moldy strawberry who
wants one last dip in a bowl of cream to a watermelon widow trying to grow a new spouse
from her deceased husband’s seeds, each macabre tale is introduced by your horrible
host, the Cake Creeper, a partially eaten wedding cake with an agenda of his own….
This food-filled fantasy world is bursting with fascinating details and background gags that
will have you re-reading the stories again and again. In the tradition of classic horror
comics like Tales from the Crypt, and providing the perfect fare for readers of All My
Friends Are Dead and Poorly Drawn Lines, Bites of Terror proves that horror and humor
make a tasty combination.
Tasty yet terrifying tales!
• Pizza Party Massacre
• Death By Chocolate
• …and more

Liz and Jimmy Reed is are the husband-and-wife team behind Cuddles and Rage, a world of disturbingly cute
stories. What began as a web-comic featuring doodles and dioramas of anthropomorphic food has grown to
include books, animation, and product design. Their work has been featured by Nerdist, the Washington Post,
NPR, HelloGiggles, and SparkLife, and they’ve created content for Netflix, TLC, Science Channel, and
AwesomeCon. They live and work in the Washington DC area.

Bites of Terror

Bites of Terror – Sample Spreads

Bites of Terror – Sample Spreads

Bites of Terror – Sample Spreads

Bites of Terror – Sample Spreads

Rights Information: BITES OF TERROR
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Blad
September
2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
October 2019

Final PrintReady PDF
December
2019

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV Rights reserved by the authors

•

All translation rights available, offers subject to author approval.
•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Finished
Copies
March 2020

More Graphic Novels from Quirk

We Are Here Forever

978-1-68369-120-4
Michelle Gish
TR: $14.99 US / $19.99 Can
on sale 07-30-2019
224 pages: carton 40
Quirk Books
A hilarious graphic novel in which
the human race has been
supplanted by a sweeter, kinder,
happier species...but are they as
innocent as they seem? In this
post-apocalyptic comedy, it's
survival of the cutest!

Giraffes on Horseback Salad
Salvador Dali, the Marx Brothers,
and the Strangest Movie Never
Made
978-1-59474-923-0
Josh Frank, adapted with Tim
Heidecker; illustrated by Manuela
Pertega
HC: $29.99 US / $34.99 Can
on sale 03-19-2019
224 pages: carton 20
Quirk Books

Surrealist icon Salvador Dali and
iconoclast comedians The Marx
Brothers planned a never-made
film that merged their sensibilities
in a sublime mashup of absurdity,
surrealism, slapstick, and wit. But
the original screenplay was
lost...until now.

Manfried the Man
A Graphic Novel
978-1-68369-015-3
by Caitlin Major; illustrated by
Kelly Bastow
TR: $14.99 US / $14.99 Can
on sale 05-01-2018
224 pages: carton 36
Quirk Books

Manfried Saves the Day
A Graphic Novel
978-1-68369-108-2
Caitlin Major; illustrated by Kelly
Bastow
TR: $14.99 US / $14.99 Can
on sale 05-14-2019
224 pages: carton 36
Quirk Books

In a world where humanoid cat
people keep cute little humans as
pets, average cat-guy Steve
Catson relies on his lazy, testy,
slovenly pet man Manfried to get
him through heartaches,
tribulations, and challenges of
being single, underemployed, and
lonely. It's like a Garfield comic
strip in reverse!

Things are finally looking up for
average tomcat Steve Catson and
his pet man Manfried. But when
the local man shelter is short of
funds, Steve's purrfriend Henrietta
has to find a solution or close the
shelter down forever. Can
Manfried save the day? Or is he
too busy fighting with his new
roommate Garfield, a stray man
Steve adopted?

Sample Spreads: WE ARE HERE FOREVER

Sample Spreads: GIRAFFES ON HORSEBACK SALAD

Sample Spreads: MANFRIED

ADULT NONFICTION: NEW TITLES
THE BIG BOOK OF MARS - The Red Planet takes center stage
in this entertaining, well researched, and fully illustrated pop
history of Earthlings' long relationship with Mars, and its
impact on pop culture, space exploration, and our hopes for
the future.
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION: THE CHRISES For pop culture
fans invested in the perpetual "Who's the Best Hollywood
Chris?" debate, this illustrated collection of humorous essays
and fun extras makes individual cases for Chris Evans, Chris
Pine, Chris Hemsworth, and Chris Messina.
STUFF EVERY TEA LOVER SHOULD KNOW Within the pages
of this pocket-sized guide, you’ll find information, how-tos,
and trivia for tea lovers of all levels.

Adult Nonfiction: Popular Science/Astronomy
The Big Book of Mars
Marc Hartzman

The
Book
of
Mars
by Marc Hartzman

COVER TO BE REVEALED

July 7, 2020
9781683692096
$29.99 / Hardcover
288 Pages | 8 x 10
Rights: World
Science - Astronomy
Quirk Books
First Print: 35,000

Summer 2020
Preliminary
Preview
More Info To
Come

The Red Planet takes center stage in this entertaining, well
researched, and fully illustrated pop history of Earthlings' long
relationship with Mars, and its impact on pop culture, space
exploration, and our hopes for the future.

Rights Information: THE BIG BOOK OF MARS
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Blad
November
2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
March 2020

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV Rights reserved by the author

•

Audio rights available

•

All translation rights available
•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Final PrintReady PDF
April 2020

Finished
Copies
July 2020

For Your Consideration

For Your Consideration: Keanu
Reeves
Larissa Zageris and Kitty Curran

For Your Consideration: Dwayne
"The Rock" Johnson
Tres Dean

For Your Consideration: The
Chrises
Nichole Perkins and Bim
Adewunmi

For Your Consideration is a brand-new series of short, paperback gift books that critically re-evaluate
and celebrate undersung, misunderstood, and "low-brow" celebrities. Each book is comprised of
short essays that examine a different aspect of the celebrity's work and personality, as well as
illustrations and fun extras that tap into the heart of what makes that celebrity so beloved. The
approach is serious but the execution is fun, entertaining, and insightful, with each book written by a
different super-fan culture writer.

Adult Nonfiction: Biography - Entertainment
For Your Consideration: The Chrises
Nichole Perkins and Bim Adewunmi

9781683691730
$14.99 / Trade Paperback
160 Pages | 5 x 7-1/2
Rights: World
Biography & Autobiography - Entertainment & Performing Arts
Quirk Books
First Print: 50,000

For pop culture fans invested in the perpetual "Who's the Best
Hollywood Chris?" debate, this illustrated collection of humorous
essays and fun extras makes individual cases for Chris Evans, Chris
Pine, Chris Hemsworth, and Chris Messina.
If you’ve seen a Marvel movie or read a pop culture magazine or
blog in the last five years, then you’ve heard of “The Chris Wars”, an
ongoing debate to determine which Hollywood Chris (especially of
the blond superhero variety) is #1 in our hearts and minds. But what
exactly is a Chris? What makes the Chrises different from the Ryans
(Goslings and Reynolds) or Jons (Krasinski and Hamm)? Why do we
feel compelled to compare Chrises? Can non-Chrises have Chris
energy? What happens if a Chris lets us down? And, most important:
Will we ever agree on a #1 Chris, or are we doomed to remain a
divided nation?

Bim Adewunmi is a journalist from London, England. Most recently she was a senior culture writer for Buzzfeed,
specializing in popular culture, feminism, and race. She is currently a producer of This American Life.
Nichole Perkins is a writer from Nashville, Tennessee. Around the internet, Nichole writes about the intersections
of pop culture, race, sex, gender, and relationships.

Rights Information: FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION: THE CHRISES
Anticipated Materials Schedule
25 pp MS
sample
October 2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
November
2019

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights available

•

Audio rights available

•

All translation rights available
•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Final PrintReady PDF
March 2020

Finished
Copies
May 2020

Adult Nonfiction: Food/Beverage Reference
Stuff Every Tea Lover Should Know
Candace Rose Rardon/

April 14, 2020
9781683691785
$9.95 / Hardcover
144 Pages | 3-1/2 x 5-3/4
Rights: World
Cooking - Beverages - Coffee & Tea
Quirk Books
First Print: 35,000
Tea is arguably the most popular beverage in the world, but there’s more to know beyond
the colorful boxes sold at your local grocery store. Like wine and beer, each tea variety has
its own distinct history, source, and flavor profile, from Darjeeling to matcha to Silver
Needle. Tea is also embedded in the traditions of many cultures around the world and is
shared with others through distinctive ceremonies that include unique customs, foods, and
accessories. Within the pages of this pocket-sized guide, you’ll find information, how-tos,
and trivia for tea lovers of all levels.
Experts and newbies alike will learn about:
• Tea Bags vs. Loose Leaf
• How to Prepare Tea
• Tea Families and Common Varieties
• Tea Traditions around the World
• How to Host an Afternoon Tea for Adults
• How to Throw a Tea Party for Children
• And more!

Candace Rose Rardon is a travel writer, illustrator, and avid tea drinker. Her work has appeared on Longreads, National Geographic, BBC Travel, and
the Calm meditation app, among others. Originally from the east coast, she has spent the past decade traveling through more than 50 countries and
falling in love with the fascinating tea traditions found across the world, from masala chai in India to mint tea in Morocco to yerba mate in Uruguay.

Food & Drink Titles:

Stuff Series
Stuff Every Wine Snob
Should Know

Stuff Every Beer Snob
Should Know

Stuff Every Vegetarian
Should Know

978-1-68369-019-1

978-1-59474-983-4

978-1-68369-005-4

Cooking - Beverages Alcoholic - Wine

Cooking - Beverages Alcoholic - Beer

Cooking - Vegetarian

Recipes Every Man
Should Know

Stuff Every Cook
Should Know

Recipes Every College
Student Should Know

978-1-59474-936-0

978-1-59474-954-4

Cooking - Methods - General

Cooking - Methods - Low
Budget

by Melissa Monosoff
HC | $9.95
On Sale 02-06-2018
US print run 35,000

Susan Russo and Brett
Cohen
978-1-59474-474-7
HC | $9.95
On Sale 11-01-2010
US print run

Cooking - Methods - General

Ellen Goldstein

HC | $9.95
On Sale 02-06-2018
US print run 35,000

Joy Manning

HC | $9.95
On Sale 10-25-2016
US print run 35,000

Katherine McGuire
HC | $9.95
On Sale 09-26-2017
US print run 35,000

Christine Nelson
HC | $9.95
On Sale 03-28-2017
US print run 35,000

Each volume in the Stuff series tells you everything you should know to navigate life's key topics, trends, and milestones. From telling jokes, cooking vegetarian,
or tending a garden to getting through college, planning a wedding, or becoming a grandparent, you’ll find all the answers in this concise but comprehensive
pocket-sized package.

Rights Information: STUFF EVERY TEA LOVER SHOULD KNOW
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Anticipated
TOC
September
2019

Word Doc MS
December
2019

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights available

•

Audio rights available

•

All translation rights available
•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Final PrintReady PDF
January 2020

Finished
Copies
April 2020

2019 TITLE: STUFF EVERY SUSHI LOVER SHOULD KNOW

Stuff Every Sushi Lover
Should Know
Marc Luber and Brett Cohen
ISBN 9781683691587
Hardcover
$9.95 USA / $10.95 Can
On-sale December 3, 2019
144 Pages
Quirk Books
Sushi is one of the most popular foods in the world, but sushi lovers know there's
more to learn beyond the spicy tuna, salmon avocado, and california maki roll
lunch special at your favorite restaurant. Sushi is a staple of the Japanese diet and
has been perfected by sushi chefs for hundreds of years. Each component, from
the fish to the rice to the nori, vegetables, wasabi, and soy sauce, work in perfect
harmony to create a single bite of pure pleasure. But sushi is also intimidating,
especially in Western cultures. Where do the fish come from? Are there seasons for
sushi fish? How can one branch out at a sushi restaurant? What does omakase
mean? And how does one make sushi at home? Within the pages of this pocketsized guide, you'll find information, how-tos, and trivia for sushi lovers at all levels.
Experts and newbies alike will learn: -Types of Sushi Fish and Their Origins -The
Importance of Sushi Rice -Sushi Etiquette -10 Ways to Expand Your Palate -How
to Slice Fish -And more!

2019 TITLE: HOW TO SURVIVE A HORROR MOVIE

How to Survive a Horror Movie
All the Skills to Dodge the Kills

Seth Grahame-Smith
ISBN 9781683691464
Trade Paperback
$14.99 USA / $19.99 Can
On-sale September 24, 2019
176 Pages
Quirk Books
Are you reading this in a cornfield, at a summer camp, or in an abandoned mental institution? Have you noticed that everything is poorly lit,
or that music surges every time you open a door? If the answer is yes, you're probably trapped in a horror movie. But don't freak out...just
read this book, which reveals how to overcome every obstacle found in scary films. Including:
-How to determine what type of horror film you're trapped in.
-The five types of slashers and how to defeat them.
-How to handle killer dolls, murderous automobiles, and other haunted objects.
-How to deal with alien invasions, zombie apocalypses, and other global threats.
-What to do if you did something last summer, if your corn has children in it, or if you suspect you're already dead.
-Advanced escape techniques, like switching to a different film genre or inserting an awkward product placement.
Written by best-selling author Seth Grahame-Smith (Pride and Prejudice and Zombies), with an introduction by horror icon Wes Craven, and
complete with a curated list of 100 must-see horror films (and some to avoid at all costs), How To Survive A Horror Movie is a hilarious mustread for any horror movie fan...and if you're lost in a cemetery, hiding from a killer clown, or being followed by something not of this earth,
it just might save your life.

2019 TITLE: MONSTER, SHE WROTE

Monster, She Wrote

The Women Who Pioneered Horror and Speculative Fiction

Lisa Kröger and Melanie R. Anderson
ISBN 9781683691389
Hardcover
$19.99 USA / $24.99 Can
On-sale September 17, 2019
352 Pages
Quirk Books
Everyone knows about Mary Shelley, creator of Frankenstein; but have you heard of Margaret Cavendish, who wrote a science-fiction epic
150 years earlier? Have you read the psychological hauntings of Violet Paget, who was openly involved in long-term romantic relationships
with women in the Victorian era? Or the stories of Gertrude Barrows Bennett, whose writing influenced H.P. Lovecraft? Monster, She Wrote
shares the stories of women past and present who invented horror, speculative, and weird fiction and made it great. You'll meet celebrated
icons (Ann Radcliffe, V.C. Andrews), forgotten wordsmiths (Eli Coltor, Ruby Jean Jensen), and today's vanguard (Helen Oyeyemi). And each
profile includes a curated reading list so you can seek out the spine-chilling tales that interest you the most.

2019 TITLE: RACE ME IN A LOBSTER SUIT

Race Me in a Lobster Suit

Absurd Internet Ads and the Real Conversations that Followed

Kelly Mahon
ISBN 9781683691044
Trade Paperback
$12.99 USA / $17.50 Can
On-sale March 26, 2019
208 Pages
Quirk Books

We're living in a gig economy. But would you respond to an online ad seeking someone to search for escaped ants? Or take an offer for a
free tattoo by someone who "needs the practice?" How about a mattress for sale "tainted by geriatric love" or a workout plan that involves
throwing Virginia hams? And if you hit reply, and the poster is sketchy about the details or offers to pay you with a gift card for clams, how
long would you keep the conversation going? When NYC copywriter Kelly Mahon started posting weird, fake gig ads as a creative outlet,
she found that there was someone interested in every bizarre offer she came up with. And the subsequent awkward email threads were
equally hilarious and bizarre. Race Me In A Lobster Suit collects Mahon's funniest fabrications, plus the hysterical email conversations that
followed as she ratcheted up the crazy. While some respondents become suspicious, others seem willing to play along with the joke. And
don't worry, everyone involved agreed to share their emails in the book, so there are no hard feelings. In a world where it seems like
everyone's suspicious of everyone else, it's nice to know that there are still people who will at least consider helping a stranger reenact a
recurring spider nightmare, or explain the principles of pig Latin to a baffled mother of three.

2019 TITLE: THE GayBCs

The GayBCs
M. L. Webb
ISBN 9781683691624
Hardcover
$14.99 USA / $19.99 Can
On-sale October 8, 2019
32 Pages
Quirk Books
In this clever alphabet book of LGBTQ+ vocabulary, four friends play and explore during a play date extravaganza. They sashay out of all
the closets, discover a wardrobe meant for a queen, and realize that many problems can be solved with some makeup, friendship, and
pure imagination. From A is for Ally to N is for Non-Binary to Q is for Queer, debut author/illustrator Matt Webb's bright illustrations and
timely, inclusive message shows kids and adults alike that every identity is worthy of being celebrated! We see THE GAYBCs appealing
to consumers who buy progressive picture books and board books like A IS FOR ACTIVIST, Ruth Bader Ginsburg biography I DISSENT, and
RED: A CRAYON'S STORY--but perfect for those who are looking for a more whimsical approach to a progressive message. The distinctive
8x8 unjacketed format will make this a strong gift buy for both the kids market and adult special markets.

2019 TITLE: FIND MOMO ACROSS EUROPE

Find Momo across Europe
Another Hide-and-Seek Photography Book

Andrew Knapp
ISBN 9781683691068
Trade Paperback
$14.95 USA / $14.95 Can
On-sale February 5, 2019
144 Pages
Quirk Books / Quirk Books
Play hide-and-seek with Momo, the bandana-wearing, head-titling border collie dog, who loves to tuck himself away for the
stunning photographs taken by his BFF Andrew Knapp. The pair's first books--Find Momo, Find Momo Coast to Coast, and
the board book Let's Find Momo!--explored landmarks and little-known places across the US and Canada. This new addition
features beautiful cities and landscapes throughout Europe. Join Andrew and Momo no their travels to Spain, Portugal, Italy,
France, Greece, the UK, Ireland, the Balkans, and other locales. See if you can spot Momo concealed in picturesque
neighborhoods, among ancient ruins, around castles and churches, at legendary attractions, and in unique off-the-beatenpath locations that only these seasoned travelers could find. It's the grand tour of Europe you've always wanted--with
Momo's cute and happy face waiting for you at every stop.

FIND MOMO SERIES

Find Momo

Find Momo Coast to Coast

Find Momo across Europe

Let's Find Momo!

978-1-59474-678-9

978-1-59474-762-5

978-1-68369-106-8

978-1-59474-958-2

Andrew Knapp

Andrew Knapp

Andrew Knapp

Quirk Books
7-1/2 x 8 | 144 pgs | 30 ctn qty
TR | $14.95 | On Sale 03-04-2014

Quirk Books
7-1/2 x 8 | 144 pgs | 28 ctn qty
TR | $14.95 | On Sale 05-12-2015

Quirk Books
7-1/2 x 8 | 144 pgs | 30 ctn qty
TR | $14.95 | On Sale 02-05-2019

Over 65,000 copies sold

Almost 35,000 copies sold

Over 10,000 copies sold

“The canine answer to Where’s Waldo?,
Momo [the dog] is a hide-and-seek
savant whom you’ll have fun trying to
spot.” –Every Day with Rachel Ray

Look for Momo hiding in Grand Central
Station, in front of the White House, on
the streets of San Francisco, and more !

Join Momo and his human Andrew on a
journey through Portugal, Spain,
France, Italy, the UK, and more, no
passport required!

Andrew Knapp

Quirk Books
8 x 8 | 24 pgs | 24 ctn qty
BR | $9.99 | On Sale 04-18-2017
35,,000 copies sold
Look for Momo the dog hiding on a
farm, at a construction site, and other
kid-friendly locations in this board book
for the youngest Momo fans!

Momo is an adorable border collie dog who loves to play hide and seek with you! Look for him
hiding in the stunningly beautiful photography of his best friend, Andrew Knapp.

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHT: THE ASTROLOGY OF YOU AND ME

The Astrology of You and Me

How to Understand and Improve Every Relationship in Your Life

Gary Goldschneider, illustrated by Camille Chew
ISBN 9781683690429
Hardcover
$24.99 USA / $29.99 Can
On-sale April 3, 2018
344 Pages
Quirk Books

Do you know how to live peacefully with a Taurus? Discuss money issues with a Cancer? Improve your sex life with a Scorpio?
The Astrology of You and Me offers help and guidance direct from the heavens, perfect for solving every for every starcrossed situation imaginable. Chapters organized by astrological sign direct you to the right tactics for dealing with everyone
from friends and family to bosses and coworkers. Originally published as Gary Goldschneider's Everyday Astrology, this Quirk
backlist favorite has a fresh new look, new artwork, and all the time-tested astrological advice that makes your interpersonal
relationships shine. The fault's not in our stars...the solution is!

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHT: CINEMAPS

Cinemaps

An Atlas of 35 Great Movies

Andrew DeGraff with A. D. Jameson
ISBN 9781594749896
Hardcover
$29.99 USA / $34.99 Can
On-sale October 24, 2017
160 Pages
Quirk Books
Acclaimed artist Andrew DeGraff has created beautiful hand-painted maps of all your favorite films, from King Kong and North by
Northwest to The Princess Bride, Fargo, Labyrinth, Pulp Fiction, even The Breakfast Club - with the routes of every major character
charted in meticulous cartographic detail. Follow Marty McFly through the Hill Valley of 1985, 1955, and 1985 once again as he races
Back to the Future. Trail Jack Torrance as he navigates the corridors of The Overlook Hotel in The Shining. And of course you'll join
Indiana Jones on a globe-spanning journey from Nepal to Cairo to London on his quest for the famed Lost Ark. Each map is presented in
a large 11x14 format, with key details enlarged for closer inspection. The paintings are accompanied by illuminating essays by film critic
A.D. Jameson, who speaks to the unique geographies of each film. This beautifully designed atlas is an essential reference for anyone
who loves great art and great films.

KIDS, MIDDLE GRADE, AND YA
Board Books & Picture Books:

WON’T YOU BE MY NEIGHBOR? and IT’S YOU I LIKE transform two beloved Mister Rogers songs into board books for
a new generation of kids
Picture Books:
DOCTOR WHO POP CLASSIC The beloved sci-fi TV show is now an adorable Pop Classics picture book, perfect for
Doctor Who fans of all ages.

Middle Grade:

WARREN THE 13TH AND THE 13 YEAR CURSE In this final story of Warren’s thrilling adventures, the young manager is
adjusting to the demands of running a floating hotel and is planning his thirteenth birthday party. But then disaster
strikes! The Warren Hotel is shipwrecked on a strange island, and Sketchy is kidnapped!

Young Adult:

THIS IS NOT THE JESS SHOW A twisty, timely YA novel about a teenage girl whose reality may not be what it seems,
blending 90s nostalgia with a speculative hook that dissects our modern reality TV and influencer-obsessed culture.
PRINCESS AND THE FANGIRL Your favorite fairy tales take to the page as geeky, funny, and adorably romantic
contemporary YA novels. A handsome sci-fi prince falls for a passionate fangirl. Hollywood's geeky leading lady swaps
places with an ordinary con-going girl who could be her twin. Hijinks, hilarity, and sweet love stories ensue. Perfect for
contemporary YA fans, geeks, cosplayers, and any readers who believe in the magic of fandom.
BOOKISH AND THE BEAST In the third book in Ashley Poston's Once Upon a Con series, Beauty and the Beast is
retold in the beloved Starfield universe as bad boy Vance Reigns meets his match in fanfiction writer Rosie Thorne.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE’S THE TAMING OF THE CLUELESS Clueless gets a makeover that Cher Horowitz and the
Bard would approve of in this charming and witty retelling of the beloved ’90s movie, presented as an authentic
Shakespearean play written in iambic pentameter.

KIDS AND YOUNG ADULT

LICENSED TITLES
Expect more information soon on the following licensed titles:
•

It’s You I Like by Fred Rogers

•

Won’t You Be My Neighbor? by Fred Rogers

•

Doctor Who Pop Classic Picture Book based on the television series by Chris
Chibnall, illustrated by Kim Smith

•

William Shakespeare’s Taming of the Clueless by Ian Doescher

Email rights@quirkbooks.com to request the AI sheets for these titles:
•

It’s You I Like

•

Won’t You Be My Neighbor?

•

Doctor Who

•

William Shakespeare’s Taming of the Clueless

Rights Information: MR. ROGERS BOARD BOOKS
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Text Sample
Available Now

Galley/ARC
PDF
January 2020

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights reserved by author

•

Audio rights available

•

All translation rights available
•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Final PrintReady PDF
April 2020

Finished
Copies
August 2020

Rights Information: DOCTOR WHO POP CLASSIC
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Text Sample
October 2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
October 2019

Final PrintReady PDF
January 2020

Finished
Copies
May 2020

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights reserved by studio

•

Audio rights available

•

All translation rights available, subject to studio approval and special licensor
procedures. Prior Pop Classics publishers have courtesy first option.
•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

The Warren the 13th Trilogy

Warren the 13th and The AllSeeing Eye
Written by Tania del Rio; Illustrated
by Will Staehle

Warren the 13th and the
Whispering Woods
Tania del Rio; Illustrated by Will
Staehle

Warren the 13th and the ThirteenYear Curse
Written by Tania del Rio, illustrated
by Will Staehle

978-1-59474-803-5
HC | $16.95
On Sale 11-24-2015
US print run 50,000

978-1-59474-929-2
HC | $16.95
On Sale 03-21-2017
US print run 50,000

978-1-68369-090-0
HC | $16.95
On Sale 03-24-2020
US print run 35,000

Juvenile Fiction - Monsters

Juvenile Fiction - Monsters

Juvenile Fiction - Monsters

Quirk Books

Quirk Books

Quirk Books

A strange-looking kid with a heart of gold, fastidious orphan Warren has one dream: to restore his family's creepy old hotel to its former glory. But to do that, he has to
contend with mysterious visitors, secret codes, hidden maps, weird creatures, and angry witches. Luckily Warren has friends to help him, including a witch-in-training, a circus
strongman turned chef, a reclusive professor, and a friendly monster named Sketchy....all depicted in gorgeous illustrations on stunningly designed pages that will pull
readers into Warren's fun and spooky world.

Middle Grade Fiction: Monsters & Adventure
Warren the 13th and the Thirteen-Year Curse
A Novel
Written by Tania del Rio, illustrated by Will Staehle
March 24, 2020
9781683690900
$16.95 / Hardcover
224 Pages | 7-1/2 x 8-1/2
Rights: World
Juvenile Fiction - Monsters
Quirk Books
First Print: 35,000

TV rights optioned to a
major television studio

10 and up

In this final story of Warren’s thrilling adventures, the young manager is adjusting to
the demands of running a floating hotel and is planning his thirteenth birthday party.
But then disaster strikes! The Warren Hotel is shipwrecked on a strange island, and
Sketchy is kidnapped!
Warren and his crew of friends set off on a daring rescue mission across the high seas,
where they meet a delightful new cast of characters that includes wizened pirates, a
sea witch, and a talking clam. As Warren pursues his many-tentacled friend’s
kidnappers, he will learn the truth of Sketchy’s mysterious origins—as well as one final
secret of his beloved Warren Hotel.
Once again, readers can expect mesmerizing illustrations on every page, along with
plenty of riddles, puzzles, and adventure galore!
Tania del Rio is the author of the Warren the 13th series. A professional comic book writer and artist, her clients include Archie
Comics, Dark Horse, and Marvel. She is best known for her work writing and drawing the 42-issue run of Sabrina The Teenage
Witch. She lives in Los Angeles.
Will Staehle is the illustrator and designer of the Warren the 13th series, plus dozens of award-winning book jackets. Print
magazine named him one of the Top Twenty Under Thirty New Visual Artists. He lives in Portland, Oregon.

Warren the

th
13

– Sample Spreads

Warren the

th
13

– Sample Spreads

Rights Information: WARREN THE 13TH, BOOK III
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Word Doc MS
Available Now

Galley/ARC
PDF
October 2019

Final PrintReady PDF
January 2020

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights under option to a major television animation studio

•

Audio rights available

•

All translation rights available to Book 3, but prior books in the series
have been sold as follows:
•

Bulgarian to Timelines, Czech to Paseka, Greek to Haramada,
Korean to Sunest, Persian to Abooata, Romanian to Curtea Veche,
Slovak to Albatros, Spanish/Americas to V&R

•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Finished
Copies
May 2020

Young Adult Fiction: Thrillers & Suspense
This Is Not the Jess Show
Anna Carey

This Is
Not the
Jess Show
A Novel
By Anna Carey

COVER TO BE REVEALED

August 4, 2020
9781683691976
$18.99 / Hardcover
Pages: 256-288 anticipated
Rights: World
Young Adult Fiction - Thrillers & Suspense
Quirk Books / Quirk Books
First Print: 75,000
14 and up

A twisty, timely YA novel about a teenage girl whose reality may
not be what it seems, blending 90s nostalgia with a speculative
hook that dissects our modern reality TV and influencer-obsessed
culture.

SUMMER 2020
TITLE – EARLY
SNEAK
PREVIEW

Rights Information: THIS IS NOT THE JESS SHOW
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Word Doc MS
November
2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
January 2020

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV rights reserved by the author

•

Audio rights reserved by the author

•

All translation rights available

•

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Final PrintReady PDF
May 2020

Finished
Copies
August 2020

Once Upon A Con
Bookish
and the
Beast
A Geekerella Fairy Tale

By Ashley Poston

C O VER T O B E REVEAL ED

Geekerella
Ashley Poston

The Princess and the Fangirl
Ashley Poston

Bookish and the Beast
Ashley Poston

978-1-68369-043-6

978-1-68369-170-9

978-1-68369-193-8

Your favorite fairy tales take to the page as geeky, funny, and adorably romantic contemporary YA novels.
A handsome sci-fi prince falls for a passionate fangirl. Hollywood's geeky leading lady swaps places with
an ordinary con-going girl who could be her twin. Hijinks, hilarity, and sweet love stories ensue. Perfect for
contemporary YA fans, geeks, cosplayers, and any readers who believe in the magic of fandom.

Young Adult Fiction: Realistic - Fairy Tale Adaptations
Bookish and the Beast
Ashley Poston

Bookish
and the
Beast
A Geekerella Fairy Tale

June 2, 2020
9781683691938
$18.99 / Hardcover
320 Pages | 5-1/2 x 8-1/2
Rights: World
Young Adult Fiction - Fairy Tales & Folklore - Adaptations
Quirk Books / Quirk Books
First Print: 50,000
Your favorite fairy tales take to the page as geeky, funny, and adorably romantic
contemporary YA novels. A handsome sci-fi prince falls for a passionate fangirl. Hollywood's
geeky leading lady swaps places with an ordinary con-going girl who could be her twin.
Hijinks, hilarity, and sweet love stories ensue. Perfect for contemporary YA fans, geeks,
cosplayers, and any readers who believe in the magic of fandom.
14 and up

By Ashley Poston

In the third book in Ashley Poston's Once Upon a Con series,
Beauty and the Beast is retold in the beloved Starfield universe as
bad boy Vance Reigns meets his match in fanfiction writer Rosie
Thorne.

COVER TO BE REVEALED

Ashley Poston is the author of Geekerella, Heart of Iron, and Soul of Stars. When she’s not inventing new recipes with peanut butter, having passionate
dance-offs with her cat, or geeking out all over the Internet, she writes books. She lives in South Carolina, where you can see the stars impossibly well.

Rights Information: BOOKISH AND THE BEAST
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Word Doc MS
December
2019

Galley/ARC
PDF
January 2019

Final PrintReady PDF
April 2020

Finished
Copies
June 2020

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV available

•

Audio rights available, courtesy option to series publisher (Blackstone)

•

Translation rights available; existing sales as follows:
•

•

Polish to Wydawnictwo Poznanskie/Czwarta Strona

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Bookish
and the
Beast
A Geekerella Fairy Tale

By Ashley Poston

Young Adult Fiction: Realistic/Romantic
The Princess and the Fangirl
A Geekerella Fairy Tale
Ashley Poston

May 5, 2020
9781683691709
$10.99 / Trade Paperback
336 Pages | 5-1/4 x 8
Rights: World
Young Adult Fiction - Fairy Tales & Folklore - Adaptations
Quirk Books
First Print: 25,000
14 and up

Imogen Lovelace is an ordinary fangirl on an impossible mission: to save her
favorite Starfield character, Princess Amara, from being killed off. But the actress
who plays Amara wouldn’t mind being axed. Jessica Stone doesn’t even like being
part of the Starfield franchise, and she’s desperate to leave the intense scrutiny of
fandom behind.
Though Imogen and Jess have nothing in common, they do look strangely similar—
and a case of mistaken identity at ExcelsiCon sets off a chain of events that will
change both of their lives. When the script for the Starfield sequel leaks and all
signs point to Jess as the culprit, she and Imogen trade places so Jess can go
“undercover” and find the person who’s really responsible. The deal: Imogen will
play Jess at her signings and panels, and Jess will help Imogen’s best friend run their
booth.
But as they live each day in the other’s shoes, Imogen and Jess find they’re up
against more than they bargained for. From the darker side of fandom to
unexpected crushes, these two “princesses” must find a way to rescue themselves
from their own expectations—and redefine what it means to live happily ever after.
Ashley Poston is the author of Geekerella, Heart of Iron, and Soul of Stars. When she’s not inventing new recipes with peanut butter, having passionate
dance-offs with her cat, or geeking out all over the Internet, she writes books. She lives in South Carolina, where you can see the stars impossibly well.

Rights Information: PRINCESS AND THE FANGIRL
Anticipated Materials Schedule
Word Doc MS
Available Now

Galley/ARC
PDF
Available Now

Final PrintReady PDF
Available Now

Rights Available & Rights Sold
•

Film & TV available

•

Audio rights sold to Blackstone

•

Translation rights available, existing sales as follows:

•

•

Polish to Wydawnictwo Poznanskie/Czwarta Strona

•

Turkish to Yabanci

To inquire: rights@quirkbooks.com

Finished
Copies
Available Now

Young Adult Fiction: Realistic/Romantic
Geekerella

A Fangirl Fairy Tale

Ashley Poston
ISBN 9781683690436
Trade Paperback
$10.99 USA / $15.99 Can
On-sale May 15, 2018
336 Pages
Quirk Books / Quirk Books
Danielle "Elle" Wittimer is an ordinary geek with an ordinary geeky dream--to attend
ExcelsiCon, the best, fantastic-est, OMG can't-handle-the-feels no-nerdy-holdsbarred comics convention in the entire Eastern seaboard. She's been saving up tips
from her gig slinging organic, gluten-free sandwiches at the Magic Pumpkin, the selfproclaimed "best food truck in town!" (which is also the only food truck in town), but
her materialistic stepmother sucks up every minute of her free time making her cook,
clean, and give pedicures to her two totes basic stepsisters. So when Elle sees a
cosplay contest sponsored by the producers of a new Starfield movie, she knows she
has to enter. The prize? Two all-expense-paid floor tickets to ExcelsiCon, a invitation
to the Cosplay Ball, plus a meet-and-greet with Darien Freeman, the dreamy actor
slated to play Federation Prince Carmindor in the reboot.
But when her
stepsisters sabotage her costume, Elle's convinced it's game over...until her wacky
hipster coworker (and part-time fashion student) Sage declares that it's not too late.
Soon they've commandeered the Magic Pumpkin, destination: ExcelsiCon. With the
truck wedged into 4-hour parking place (better make it back by midnight!), Elle finally
makes it in to the Cosplay Ball. And Darien--in cosplay himself--is smitten.
Will
Darien find his mysterious cosplay Cinderella? Will one of the stepsisters muscle her
way into the ball? Will the Magic Pumpkin get a parking ticket? Told in alternating
chapters from Elle's and Darien's point of view, this clever, swoon-y YA retelling that'll
have fangirls feeling some serious feels.

Ashley Poston is the author of Geekerella, Heart of Iron, and Soul of Stars. When she’s not inventing new recipes with peanut butter, having passionate
dance-offs with her cat, or geeking out all over the Internet, she writes books. She lives in South Carolina, where you can see the stars impossibly well.

KID LEGENDS SERIES
Kid Presidents

David Stabler, illustrated
by Doogie Horner
978-1-59474-731-1
HC | $13.95
On Sale 10-28-2014
65,000 copies sold

Juvenile Nonfiction Biography & Autobiography
- Presidents & First Families
(U.S.)

Kid Artists

David Stabler;
Illustrations by Doogie
Horner
978-1-59474-896-7
HC | $13.95
On Sale 08-09-2016
30,000 copies sold

Juvenile Nonfiction Biography & Autobiography
- Art

Kid Authors

Kid Scientists

978-1-59474-987-2

978-1-68369-074-0

David Stabler; illustrated
by Doogie Horner
HC | $13.95
On Sale 10-10-2017
15,000 copies sold

Juvenile Nonfiction Biography & Autobiography
- Literary

David Stabler; illustrated
by Anoosha Syed
HC | $13.95
On Sale 10-09-2018
30,000 copies sold

Juvenile Nonfiction Biography & Autobiography
- Science & Technology

Kid Athletes

David Stabler; illustrated
by Doogie Horner
978-1-59474-802-8
HC | $13.95
On Sale 11-17-2015
60,000 copies sold

Juvenile Nonfiction Biography & Autobiography
- Sports & Recreation

Kid Activists

Robin Stevenson,
illustrated by Allison
Steinfeld
978-1-68369-141-9
HC | $13.95
On Sale 09-24-2019
US print run 35,000

Juvenile Nonfiction Biography & Autobiography
- Social Activists

Before they were famous, they were kids, struggling with regular-kid problems like bullies,
homework, and arguments with their siblings. Inspiring anecdotes and playful illustrations
reveal the relatable childhood escapades of celebrated presidents, great
athletes, groundbreaking scientists, and other future legends.

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHT: GIRLS RESIST!

Girls Resist!

A Guide to Activism, Leadership, and Starting a Revolution

KaeLyn Rich; illustrated by Giulia Sagramola
ISBN 9781683690597
Trade Paperback
$14.99 USA / $16.99 Can
On-sale August 7, 2018
240 Pages
Quirk Books

GIRLS RESIST is a cool, relevant, timely activism handbook that speaks to teen girl readers like the intelligent and passionate people they
are. In this age of political Teen Vogue editorials and teen actors frankly discussing topics like feminism and white privilege, young women
are more engaged, excited, and fired up than ever--but they also need guidance. Chapters will cover standard topics like picking a cause,
fundraising, networking, and protesting, but devote plenty of space to teen-specific topics and how-tos like having tough talks with
unsupportive family members, lobbying and campaigning for representatives when you're too young to vote, and best practices for being
effective (and safe!) while raising awareness on social media. Plus, the fresh design will make this as much a self-purchase as a gift, fitting
perfectly between magazines and YA novels on a teen girl's shelf.

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHT: GIRL SQUADS

Girl Squads

20 Female Friendships That Changed History

Sam Maggs; illustrated by Jenn Woodall
ISBN 9781683690726
Hardcover
$16.99 USA / $21.99 Can
On-sale October 2, 2018
272 Pages
Quirk Books
A modern girl is nothing without her squad of besties. But don't let all the hashtags fool you: the #girlsquad goes back a
long, long time. In this hilarious and heartfelt book, geek girl Sam Maggs takes you on a tour of some of history's most
famous female BFFs, including:
-Anne Bonny and Mary Read, the infamous lady pirates who sailed the seven seas and plundered with the best of the
men -Jeanne Manon Roland and Sophie Grandchamp, Parisian socialites who landed front-row seats (from prison) to
the French Revolution
-Sharon and Shirley Firth, the First Nations twin sisters who would go on to become Olympic skiiers and break barriers in
the sport
-The Edinburgh Seven, the band of pals who fought to become the first women admitted to medical school in the
United Kingdom
-The Zohra Orchestra, the ensemble from Afghanistan who defied laws, danger, and threats to become the nation's first
all-female musical group
-And many more!
Spanning art, science, politics, activism, and even sports, these girl squads show just how essential female friendship has
been throughout history and throughout the world. Sam Maggs brings her signature wit and warmth as she pays tribute to
the enduring power of the girl squad. Fun, feisty, and delightful to read--with empowering illustrations by artist Jenn
Woodall--it's the perfect gift for your BFF.

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHT: WONDER WOMEN

Wonder Women

25 Innovators, Inventors, and Trailblazers Who Changed History

Sam Maggs
ISBN 9781594749254
Hardcover
$16.99 USA / $21.99 Can
On-sale October 4, 2016
240 Pages
Quirk Books / Quirk Books

A fun and feminist look at forgotten women in science, medicine, espionage, innovation, and adventure

You may think you know women’s history pretty well. But have you ever heard of. . .
· Alice Ball, the chemist who developed an effective treatment for leprosy—only to have the credit taken by a man?
· Mary Sherman Morgan, the rocket scientist whose liquid fuel compounds blasted the first U.S. satellite into orbit?
· Huang Daopo, the inventor whose weaving technology revolutionized textile production in China—centuries before the cotton gin?
Smart women have always been able to achieve amazing things, even when the odds were stacked against them. In Wonder Women,
author Sam Maggs tells the stories of the brilliant, brainy, and totally rad women in history who broke barriers as scientists, engineers,
mathematicians, adventurers, and inventors. Plus, interviews with real-life women in STEM careers, an extensive bibliography, and a guide
to women-centric science and technology organizations—all to show the many ways the geeky girls of today can help to build the future.

MISS PEREGRINE’S PECULIAR CHILDREN SERIES

Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar
Children

978-1-59474-603-1
Ransom Riggs
TR: $10.99 US / $11.99 Can
on sale 06-04-2013
384 pages: carton 24
Quirk Books

Hollow City
The Second Novel of Miss Peregrine's
Peculiar Children
978-1-59474-735-9
Ransom Riggs
TR: $10.99 US / $11.99 Can
on sale 02-24-2015
416 pages: carton 24
Quirk Books

Library of Souls
The Third Novel of Miss Peregrine's
Peculiar Children
978-1-59474-931-5
Ransom Riggs
TR: $11.99 US / $12.99 Can
on sale 04-11-2017 464 pages: carton 24
Quirk Books

A haunting YA fantasy novel set on a
mysterious Welsh island, eerily illustrated
with vintage and contemporary
photographs. Adapted into a major
motion picture directed by Tim Burton.

Ten Peculiar children flee an army of
deadly monsters through WWII-era
London. Only one person can help
them—but she’s trapped in the body of a
bird.

The third installment in the bestselling
series of YA novels by Ransom Riggs sees
the Peculiar Children travel from modernday London to its Victorian-era slums in an
epic battle for the future of Peculiardom.
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